Influence of rate-limited sorption on the cleanup of layered soils by vapor extraction.
The conditions under which rate-limited sorption is important for cleanup of layered soils by vapor extraction are investigated. The investigation includes two steps: (a) the cleanup time is estimated for a number of scenario cases by means of a numerical model and (b) the numerical results are approximated using analytical solutions derived for simplified models. In this way, equations are derived, which give insight into the influence of different parameters characterizing the properties of the soil, the geometry of the formation, the mass transfer mechanisms in it, and the distribution of the contaminant mass in the different phases (gas phase, water phase and solid phase). The numerical model used is based on the advection-dispersion differential equations for Darcian isothermal airflow, local equilibrium contaminant mass transfer between gas phase and soil water and first-order kinetics for mass transfer between soil water and solid phase. The numerical results are approximated combining an analytical solution to estimate cleanup time in layered formations for local equilibrium sorption, which has been presented in a previous work (J. Contam. Hydrol., 36 (1999) 105). with an analytical solution based on the well-mixed reservoir model under consideration of rate-limited sorption. The analytical approximation of the cleanup time is in reasonable agreement with the numerical results and allows its estimation with small computational effort.